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How to make shortcrust pastry - BBC Good Food Gordon Ramsay - How to make shortcrust pastry Professional Baker's Best Puff Pastry Recipe! Puff Pastry Dough recipe How To Make Perfect Puff Pastry Dough By Hand How to Make A Pie Crust How To Make Proper Croissants Completely By Hand How to Make Pie Crust by Hand - Great for Pies \u0026 Quiches How
to Make Perfect Pastry Cream | The Stay At Home Chef What is the secret to making AMAZING pie dough? How to Make Pie Dough \u0026 Crust | Bake It Up a Notch with Erin McDowell How to make Shortcrust Pastry for pies | Jamie Oliver Soft \u0026 Crispy Focaccia | Claire Saffitz | Dessert Person Apple Hand Pies - Apple Turnovers Recipe - How to Make Hand Pies
French Choux Pastry Recipe for Puffs and Eclairs How to Mix Pie Dough
3 Secrets for Quick Puff Pastry Dough with Sweet Dessert \u0026 Savory Recipes (4k), Made from Scratch How To Make Geometric Pies by lokokitchen Winter Family Easy, Never-Fail Pie Crust
Pie Crust 101 in King Arthur Flour Test KitchenHow to make a French quiche from scratch | All Time French Classic Yorkshire Pudding Recipe How to make The Best Shortcrust Pastry AND Blind Bake a Pie/Tart Shell | Cupcake Jemma How To Make The Best Pie Crust with Erin McDowell | Dear Test Kitchen How to make the perfect pie crust How To Make Sweet
Shortcrust Pastry | Jamie Oliver Vanilla Pastry Cake | Vanilla Sponge Cake | How To Make Vanilla Pastry Cake HOW TO MAKE A PERFECT TART CRUST FROM SCRATCH | WATCH THIS BEFORE YOU BAKE THEM Making Pie Dough by Hand
How To Make Shortcrust Pastry In A Food ProcessorHow To Make Perfect Pastry
Prep: 20 min › Cook: 15 min › Ready in: 35 min Rub the flour, salt and butter together with your fingertips until they look like breadcrumbs. If it is sweet pastry,... Start to mix in the water or the milk a little at a time until it starts to look like a dough, make sure all the crumbs... At this ...
Perfect pastry recipe - All recipes UK
The perfect pastry is soft and ‘short’, or crumbly. Make sure all your ingredients are cold before you begin. This will help keep the pastry light and crumbly. When rolling out pastry, use a...
How to make perfect shortcrust pastry - Good Housekeeping
Choux pastry Combine the water, milk, butter, salt and sugar together in a saucepan, then place over a moderate heat and bring to the... As soon as the pan boils, remove it from the heat and add the flour. Beat hard with a wooden spoon to incorporate the... Transfer to the a mixer and beat hard for ...
How to make pastry | Features | Jamie Oliver
Method Put the flour and salt in a large bowl and add the cubes of butter. Use your fingertips to rub the butter into the flour until you have a mixture that resembles coarse breadcrumbs with no... Using a knife, stir in just enough of the cold water to bind the dough together. Wrap the dough in ...
Pastry recipe recipe - BBC Food
Pastry is daunting, but our step-by-step videos can show you how to make gorgeous tasting treats - from humble pies and sausage rolls to elegant tarts. Shortcrust pastry A quick and easy recipe ...
How to make pastry - BBC Food
STEP 1 Sift 225g plain flour into a large bowl, add 100g diced butter and rub in with your fingertips until the mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs. STEP 2 Stir in a pinch of salt, then add 2-3 tbsp water and mix to a firm dough.
Basic shortcrust pastry recipe - BBC Good Food
Method STEP 1 Weigh out the 1lb self raising flour and remove 3 tablespoons if you are making sweet pastry, 2 tablespoons if... STEP 2 Cut the butter and Trex into small cubes and put in the Kenwood with the K beater on to rub the fat into the... STEP 3 Add the 1 egg and enough cold water whilst the ...
Perfect Shortcrust Pastry - BBC Good Food
Put the flour into the bowl of a food processor. Add half the weight of the flour in cold cubed butter, for example, we used 250g plain flour and 125g butter. Butter must be as cold as possible – warm or melted butter can make pastry greasy. Add a pinch of salt (and sugar, if making a sweet pastry).
How to make shortcrust pastry - BBC Good Food
Place the flour, salt, and butter in a large, clean bowl. Rub the butter into the flour with your fingertips until the mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs, working as quickly as possible to prevent the dough from becoming warm. Add the water to the mixture. Using a cold knife, stir until the dough binds together.
How to Make Perfect Shortcrust by Hand or Machine Recipe
Rub the lard and butter into the flour with a generous pinch of sea salt until completely combined. Add the beaten egg and 100ml ice-cold water and mix until you have a soft dough. Transfer to the fridge and chill for at least 1 hr, or until needed. STEP 2
Pie pastry recipe - BBC Good Food
Here’s what gives me the most consistent results for choux pastry. Making the dough Weigh the ingredients. Each one of them. Michael Ruhlman’s ratio by weight for choux pastry is 2:1:1:2 of water, butter, flour and eggs. While this works well, I find that adding a little extra flour helps make perfect choux pastry that is crisp and stable.
How to make Perfect Choux Pastry - The Flavor Bender
Here’s our foolproof guide: Cut a piece of greaseproof paper bigger than your tin. Crumple it into a ball and unfurl it. This helps it mould to the shape of the tin better Press the paper really well into the corners of the tin but try not to damage the pastry Fill completely with baking beans (or ...
How to make shortcrust pastry - Tips for the perfect ...
Mix the flour with ¼ of a teaspoon of sea salt in a bowl, then cube and rub in the lard with your fingers until it resembles breadcrumbs. Slowly add 100ml of ice-cold water and mix it until you have a smooth dough (add extra water if needs be) – do not overwork. Shape the dough into a ball, wrap in clingfilm and chill for 30 minutes.
How to make perfect puff pastry | Features | Jamie Oliver
To make the pastry, put the flour into a mixing bowl and grate in the lard. Add the margarine and salt, and rub the fat in until the mix becomes crumb-like. Mix in just enough cold water (probably...
How to make perfect Cornish pasties | Baking | The Guardian
Sift your flour into a cold mixing bowl and add chunks of cold butter and a pinch of salt. Rub the flour and butter together with your fingertips until your mixture turns into breadcrumbs. Once you have a crumbly mixture of breadcrumbs, add water a little bit at a time.
How To Make The Perfect Pastry - Carrs Pasties
Measure 1 cup of lard and 1/2 cup margarine in a mixing bowl (A mixer works great) Mix until blended Add 1 tsp Salt Add 1 cup of White flour (I have used whole wheat flour before, but use less) and mix until combined Add additional 2 cups of flour and continue to mix
How to Make Perfect Pie Pastry - Homemade by Cheryl
Brush the pastry all the way round the edge with beaten egg, carefully draw up both sides so that they meet at the top, then pinch them together to seal. Lift onto a non-stick baking tray and brush with the remaining egg to glaze. STEP 3 Bake for 10 mins, then lower oven to 180C/fan 160C/gas 4 and cook for 45 mins more until golden.
Cornish pasty recipe - BBC Good Food
To make Choux pastry you initially stir the ingredients over heat to make a paste by cooking off the water, leaving you with a soft shiny looking dough. Then take it off the heat and beat in the egg. This dough is then piped to create the shapes required and baked.
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